
Run no:- 1611, 26 December 2012 

Hare:- Tinker and Titiya 
Location:- Railway Golf Course 

Scribe:-  

Railway line run for the harriettes again, Tinker and Titiya are the hares. A Boxing Day run, why is 

the hare American? Perhaps because the real significance of this day is that in the Battle of Trenton in 

1776 during the American War of Independence, the Continental Army attacked and successfully 

defeated a garrison of Hessian mercenaries hired by our British tormentors. For Hash Hash it was an 

occasion to celebrate his buddy Al Gore’s birthday. And for those of you who care it was also Father’s 

Day in Bulgaria, but did anyone mention any of this significance, of course not. 

But I digress, Tinker told a few of the FRBs to take a morning jog as he wasn’t about to set a marathon 

run, however, Titiya never promised anything; should be a short easy boring trail we thought … no 

sweat….. so out we went taking our time after a check in the middle of the bus depot until we finally 

found the trail over the highway and into the encampments along the klong. Unfortunately this was 

after Tickler checked south … we never did see him again till he arrived just before the circle; he said 

after an hour or so off trail he finally found some arrows to follow – good for him!!!! 

We always go left or across and so we did for a long time only to find out it was a right turn up the 

klong and then across … real running began, time passed, this is a bus back from B someone said 

hopefully. Darkness fell. Pussy Virus ran on and left us behind, Neal and No Meat slunk off alone to 

do who knows what (they said they were just following paper but who knows). What would happen to 

Lobster Man on a trail this vicious we wondered? We came to construction, railroad tracks, lost in the 

dark, into our second hour reaching water, back tracked to a missed left turn which was now a right 

turn and over the klong … finally on our way back in… a difficult hole to find in the fence and then a 

fairly straightforward run on in …. 10 plus kilometers … 

Tinker said it’s hard to judge distance when your setting trail on a motorcy. Virginia Slim said it 

wasn’t like this in Singapore! Hungry Bum had to escort him the entire way to keep him from getting 

lost. Deputy Dog was waiting as we arrived back, how did that happen? City Girl and Vimol did not 

even break a sweat, great trail they said. 

Malinee was waiting with drinks and snacks as we arrived. The hares were honored with a beer, 

visitors and virgins recognized then Pussy Virus took over as the RA. Mayhem followed. The 

youngest cute guy won tits of the week for I am not sure what. Finally the hares were forgiven as we 

finished with a magnificent dinner outside on the patio of the driving range. On on to next week’s 

debacle! Wish I could remember more but I almost forgot I was tasked to do a write up!!! 

 


